Gates Game - Individual
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing the Gates Game
This a game about running and changing direction
with the ball.
The adult starts the game by telling the players they
score points by dribbling their ball through as many
different colored gates as possible in one minute.
After 2-4 rounds, change the game by a) having one or
two players start without a ball and have them steal
another ball to score points; b) making two teams that
i) take turns at scoring points (play-rest-play-rest); or
ii) have a “defender” from the resting team kick out the
balls of the attacking players (no elimination).

Moving Goals - Individuals
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing Moving Goals
Every player has a ball. Two adults, or two players,
form a goal with two shirts, or a pool noodle, or a
corner flag. The “goal” should walk slowly around the
playing area and frequently change direction.
The players score by kicking their balls through the
moving goal. The player with the most goals per 60
second round wins. Rotate the people holding the goal
after each round.
If enough adults are available, add additional goals.

Dribble and Shoot - 1
Field: 30x30 yds

Managing Dribble and Shoot - 1
To start, place all the balls in the middle of the field.
The objective is for the players to score as many goals
as possible during each 2 minute round. After each
goal / goal attempt, the players return to the center of
the field to collect a new ball.
The adults stand behind the goals to roll the balls to
the center of the field.
Play 2-4 rounds, as energy and enthusiasm dictates.
a) Players may not compete for possession of the ball.
b) Players may compete for possession of the ball.
Reduce the number of balls.

Dribble and Shoot - 2
Field: 30x30 yds

Managing Dribble and Shoot -2
To start, place all the balls in the middle of the field.
The objective is for the players to score as many points
as possible during each 2-minute round. Goals are
worth 3 pts; shots on goal are worth 1pt. After each
goal / goal attempt, the players return to the center of
the field to collect a new ball.
The adults play as goalkeepers to challenge the
shooters and return the balls to the center of the field.
a) Play 2-3 rounds of individual competition.
b) Reduce the number of balls and form two teams. The players
can compete for possession and only goals count. Add the
individual scores to determine a team winner. Mix the teams
and play additional rounds as time and enthusiasm dictate.

Tag Game - 1
Field: 25x20 yds

Managing Tag Game - 1
Every player has a ball. The adults start out as the
taggers, but can rotate with the players for subsequent
rounds. The taggers can carry the ball in their hands,
or dribble with their feet, as ability dictates.
A player is tagged when their ball is struck by the
tagger’s ball. When a player is tagged, they must
dribble their ball around the nearest marker flag to reenter the game. The player with the fewest tags wins
each round.

Tag Game - 2
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing Tag Game - 2
Every player has a ball and starts each 2-minute round
between the cones on either end-line. The adults start
in the middle as taggers and the players score points
by dribbling back and forth between the end lines. The
player with the most trips across “Alligator Alley” or
“Crocodile Pond” wins.
The adults defend the end lines by kicking the player’s
soccer balls a few yards out of reach. The players
should retrieve their ball to continue scoring points. No
players are ever eliminated. For subsequent rounds,
the players can be used as the ”Alligators” or
“Monsters” or “People Eaters,” or the like.

Keep Away
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing Keep Away
Organize one ball for every two players (not pairs).
The objective is to be in possession of any ball inside
the playing area when the 30 second time period ends.
The first player(s) to win 5 rounds wins the game.
Adjust the space as numbers dictate. If the ball goes
out of bounds, play normal possession rules.
Play two rounds, divided by a 60 second rest break.

Note: More advanced coaches can practice some basic
stopping and turning moves between the two rounds.

Tunnel Tag
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing Tunnel Tag
Every player has a ball. The adults start out as
“taggers.” For subsequent rounds, use players.
A player is “tagged” when they are hit with the
Tagger’s ball below the knees – or if their ball is hit by
the Tagger’s ball. Tagged players stand with their legs
open and hold their ball above their head. Players can
be untagged when another player kicks/passes their
ball through the open legs.
Play 90-120 second rounds. The team score is the
number of tagged players when time expires. Play also
stops if the entire team is tagged.
Rotate to the next pair of taggers and repeat.

Relay Station
Field: 10 yards

Managing The Relay Station
The players line up in teams of two behind a marker. At
the adult’s signal, the first player runs to the second
cone and back with their ball. The team that completes
the cycle twice wins each round. Rotate one player to
the next team at the end of each round.
Variations…
Touch the ball at least six times on the way out.
Stop the ball twice on the way out.
Stop half-way out & back to make a circle with the ball.
Run backwards / Skip / Hop / Jump / Gallop forward
without the ball.
In pairs, holding the ball above head height.
In pairs, holding the ball below the waist.

Juggling Station
Field: 20x20 yds

Managing the Juggling Station
Bring all the players into a central area.
Each player should have a ball.
60 second rounds
Competition: How many times can the players kick
the ball in the air with their laces and catch it?

Competition: How many times can the players play
the ball in the air with their thigh and catch it?
Competition: How many times can the players
complete two consecutive juggles with any body
parts – except the thigh?

The Soft Touch Station
Field: 20x20 yds

Managing the Soft Touch Station
Every player has a ball and the coach should
demonstrate the following juggling-based challenges.
Toss (or kick) the ball in the air and…
1. Use the laces as a cushion before the ball hits the ground.
2. Use the thigh as a cushion before the ball hits the ground.
3. Use the head as a cushion before the ball hits the ground.

Competition: How many times can each player
throw (or kick) the ball in the air and cushion it
to the ground with: a) their hands; b) their
laces; b) their thigh; and c) their head?
60 second rounds.

Skill Station - 1
Field: 20x20 yds

Managing the Skill Station - 1
Allow the players to select a partner. Each group needs
a ball. The coach should demonstrate the following
skill challenges.
1. On the ground, two-touch passing between the partners.
From the ground, lift the ball with the toe to the partner’s hands.
From the hands, toss the ball and pass with the thigh.
From the hands, toss the ball and pass with the head.
From the hands, drop the ball and pass with laces (volley).
From the hands, bounce the ball and pass with laces (volley).

60 second competitions….. Which group got more than….___#?

Skill Station - 2
Field: 20x20 yds

Managing the Skill Station - 2
Each player has a ball. The coach should demonstrate
the following skill challenges.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dribble the ball with the little toe (outside of the foot), touching the
ball on alternate steps (R-R-R-R or L-L-L-L).
Dribble the ball, alternating between the inside and outside of the
same foot on alternative steps (IR-OR-IR-OR or IL-OL-IL-OL).
Stop and turn the ball with the inside (big toe) of the dribbling foot.
Stop and turn the ball with the inside of the non-dribbling foot.
Stop and turn the ball with the outside (little toe) of the dribbling foot.
Stop and turn the ball with the outside of the non-dribbling foot.
Stop the ball with the bottom of the dribbling foot and change
direction.
Stop the ball with the bottom of the non-dribbling foot and change
direction.

60 Second Competitions
With two touches between each turn, who can get the most?

Volley Station
Field: 20x20 yds

Managing The Volley Station
Allow the players to select a partner. Pair any spare players
up with an adult. Have one partner start with the ball in their
hands and volley to their teammate. The distance between
the players should be approximately 3-4 yards.

Competition: How many times can the players volley the ball
to their teammate’s hands in one minute? After two rounds,
change partners and try again.
Competition: Score two points for passes kicked below head
height and one point for passes kicked above head height.
After two rounds, change partners and try again.

Shooting Game
Field Space: 16-20 yds

Match up two players.

Players must shoot
from their own half.

Use 4 yard goals.

The mid-line is 8-10
yards from each goal.

Managing The Shooting Game
Field space is approximately 20 yards.
The goals should be 5 yards wide and there is no need for sidelines.
The purpose of this game is to provide players the opportunity to
shoot the ball at goal.
Players alternate between shooter and goalkeeper.
The ball must be kicked from behind the half-way line, which should
be somewhere between 8 and 10 yards from each goal, depending
on the skill and strength of the players. Some players will need more
space; others, less.

It is not always necessary to rotate players in this game.

Moving Goals - Partners
Field: 25x20 yds

Managing Moving Goals
Organize two players and one ball. Two adults, or two
players, form a goal with two shirts, or a pool noodle,
or a corner flag. The “goal” should walk slowly around
the playing area and frequently change direction.

The players score by passing their ball through the
moving goal to their teammate, who must be on the
opposite side for the goal to count. The team with the
most goals, per 60 second round, wins.
Rotate the people holding the goal after each round;
and periodically rotate the partners on each team to
change up the game.
If enough adults are available, add additional goals.

Gates Game - Partners
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing Partner Gates
Organize pairs of players with a ball. The gate goals are
formed by two, preferably, same-colored, cones.
The teams score by passing their ball through the
gates to their teammate, who must be on the opposite
side for the goal to count. The team with the most
goals, per 60 second round, wins.

After a couple or rounds, add defenders (rotating
pairs). The job of the two defenders is to kick soccer
balls out of the playing area to slow down the goalscoring rate. No team is eliminated from play.
Form new teams after every pair has defended.

Numbers Game
Field: 25x20 yds

Managing The Numbers Game
The objective of this game is to create different smallsided tactical contests, which provide for periods of
play, followed by active rest in the goal.
The coach starts by gathering the balls at the center of
the field and numbering each team 1-2-3-4, as shown.
The game begins with all four players in the goal, which
should be 5-6 yards wide.
The goalkeepers may use their hands and should look to
pass to their teammates when they have possession. NO
PUNTING! When the ball goes out of bounds, the coach
restarts the game with a new ball.

Play 30-45 second rounds and keep the games flowing!
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Field: 25x25 yds

Managing Town Square
This a game about running with the ball and being first
or last to arrive at the town’s points of interest, which
are located at different sides of the playing area and
include the Ice Cream Store, the Pizza Joint, the Movie
Theater, and the Soccer Fields.
The adult starts the game by telling the players where
the various locations are; and the objective of the
game (try to be first and not last to arrive).
After each round, the players dribble back and around
the town square and wait for the next cue. The adult
can make the game more interesting by telling a little
story and listing other places as part of the story.

The Speed Game
Field: 25x25 yds

Managing The Speed Game
This a game about running with the ball.
Initially, the coach selects the mode of transportation
(car, bike, bus, OX cart, fighter jet, horse and buggy,
giant tortoise, dragon, magic carpet, butterfly,
spaceship, etc.,) and asks the players to run at the
speed they think they would be moving at, if they were
on a ____________.
Let the players run around for 20-30 seconds and then
ask them to name their own favorites. Try to get them
to think about moving at different speeds.

You can add “STOP SIGN” or “POLICE CAR” as a cue
to freeze, to help them keep the ball close.

2v2+Adult to One Small Goal
Fields: 2x24x16 yds

Shared Sideline

Managing 2v2+A to One Goal
There are four 2v2 teams in each training group and the
fields may share a sideline. Play for 4-5 minutes and
rotate the teams between the two small fields two or
three times, as necessary.

The adult is a neutral player who attacks with the team in
possession. The main objective is to score more goals
that the other team. Tactically, the adult should: a) to
move to open spaces and encourage the players to pass
the ball; b) when in possession, encourage the players
to move into open spaces away from the ball to receive a
pass; and c) to keep score and manage restarts.
Sideline Restarts: Kick-ins
Corner Kicks (not taken): Score ½ a goal.
Goal Kicks: Dribble or pass into the game.

2v2 Round-Robin
Field: 2x24x16 yds

Managing 2v2 Round-Robin
The previous slide shows how to organize eight players into four
teams. There is no need for scrimmage vests.
The purposes of small-sided games, such as 2v2, are to increase
the number of actions (technique + tactics) each player can
experience; to help develop ideas on how to move with the game;
and to improve soccer fitness.
Rotate one team every 2-3 minutes. New games should start as
soon as the players are ready. Teams earn 3 points for a win and 1
point for a tie. Make sure the players know which team is winning to
increase the excitement.
Sideline Restarts: Kick-ins
Corner Kicks (not taken): Score ½ a goal.
Goal Kicks: Dribble or pass into the game.

2v2+Adult to Two Goals W/ GK’s
Field: 24x16 yds

Managing 2v2+A to Two Goals w/ GK’s
The purposes of this game are to encourage players to dribble
towards an open goal to score; and to encourage passing.
The neutral adult should move to open supporting positions when
out of possession, while encourage the attacking players to move
away from the ball when in possession.
Rotate the field players and the goalkeepers every 2-3 minutes. New
games should start as soon as the players are ready. Teams earn 1
point for winning a round. Coaches should remind the players
which team is winning to increase the excitement.
Sideline Restarts: Kick-ins.
Corner Kicks (not taken): Score ½ a goal.
Goal Kicks: Dribble or pass into the game.

2v1 and 1v2
Field: 2x20x16 yds

Managing 2v1 and 1v2
The rule for this game is that the goalkeeper must stay
in their own half, but can help their teammate build out
of the back. The idea is to create 2v1 in each defensive
half; in turn the attacker often plays 1v2 in the
opponent’s half.
Play for 2-3 minutes and rotate the goalkeepers.
Expect this game to be a little slow to develop. The
concept is not easy for seven year-olds to grasp.

2v2+Adult to Two Small Goals
Field: 2x20x16 yds

Managing 2v2+A to Two Small Goals
Divide the eight players into four teams of two and play 2v2 with a
neutral adult on each small field. Rotate one team every 2-3
minutes. New games should start as soon as the players are
ready. Teams earn 3 points for a win and 1 point for a tie. Make
sure the players know which team is winning to increase the
excitement.
The objective of this game is to encourage the players to
recognize that opponents are guarding a goal, or the path to a
goal, and attack the more open goal. The role of the neutral adult
is to encourage passing by moving to open supporting positions
and encourage the players to do likewise.
Sideline Restarts: Kick-ins
Corner Kicks (not taken): Score ½ a goal.
Goal Kicks: Dribble or pass into the game.

3v3 w/ Drop Goalkeepers
Field: 25x16 yds

Managing 3v3 Drop GK’s
The Drop Goalkeeper game creates a numerical
advantage for the attacking team.
When a team loses possession, the player closest to
the goal - or a designated player, “drops” back to
become the goalkeeper.
The easiest transition moments for the players occur
when the ball has gone out of bounds. Otherwise,
coaches shouldn’t expect the players to intuitively
recognize when to drop off.

3v3 to Targets/Supports
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing 3v3 to Targets/Supports
The main objectives of target/support games are: a) to
help players improve their vision for the forward pass;
and b) to help players practice backwards passing
when there is no space to go forward.

Target/support players must be at least U10’s who can
understand a) how to move into open passing lanes
and b) when to pass to a player in order to maintain
possession. U8’s cannot play as a target/support.
If necessary, non soccer-playing parents can be
recruited to use their hands to receive and pass (bowl)
the ball. NO LOBBED PASSES!

3v3 to One Goal
Field: 25x20 yds

Managing 3v3
Game Times: 3-4 minutes.
Start of Play: One team starts with the ball.
Balls out of Bounds on the Side: Kick-in.
Balls out of Bounds on the End: Dribble in
for the Defending Team (see corner kick).
Corner Kicks (not taken): Score ½ a goal.
Following a Goal: Dribble or pass in.
All Fouls (Coach called): Indirect.
Goalkeepers: None

4v4+Adult GK (U6)
Field: 35x25 yds

Managing 4v4 + Adult GK’s
Play two (6-minute) or three (5-minute) rounds.
The adult goalkeeper is responsible for a) encouraging
the players to move into space when he/she has the
ball; b) bringing uninvolved players into the game by
rolling or passing the ball on the ground; c) balancing
uneven teams by dividing the more dominant players;
d) keeping the score close by blocking more shots or
conceding more goals; e) encouraging the players to
pass the ball to the adult when they are facing their
own goal; and f) encouraging dribbling, dribbling, and
even more dribbling!
U6 “SOCCER” IS BASICALLY 1 vs 5. THERE IS NO CONCEPT OF
“TEAM.” DON’T EXPECT PASSES, BUT APPLAUD THEM WHEN
THEY HAPPEN.

4v4+Adult GK (U8)
Field: 35x25 yds

Managing 4v4 + Adult GK’s
Play two (6-minute) or three (5-minute) rounds.
Designate one forward (9) and left (3) and right (2)
defenders. The fourth player (8) can move anywhere.
The key for the adult goalkeepers is to encourage the
players to move to their “positions” when the adult has
possession and then ROLL the ball to either the open
player on the side - or the open players in the middle.
DO NOT LOB THE BALL INTO THE MOB!
The second key for the goalkeepers is to encourage
back passes when the players are facing their own
goal. Adults with limited soccer skill should use their
hands to receive and pass the ball.
Think Possession!

4v4+Adult GK (U8)
Field: 35x25 yds

Managing 4v4 + Adult GK’s
Play two (6-minute) or three (5-minute) rounds.
To encourage passing - in all directions, utilize the
following scoring system…

Regular Goals = 3 points
Passes to Own Goalkeeper = 2 points
Passes to Teammates = 1 point
Coaches should keep a running tally of points to
provide reinforcement for each pass or goal.

Alternative: Play each round to 21 points.

4v4+A GK Short Field
Field: 25x35 yds

Managing 4v4+A GK Short Field
Play two (6-minute) or three (5-minute) rounds.
Designate one forward and left and right defenders.
The fourth player can move anywhere. The key for the
adult goalkeepers is to encourage the players to move
to their “positions” when the adult has possession and
then ROLL the ball to either the open player on the side
- or the open players in the middle.
DO NOT LOB THE BALL INTO THE MOB!
The second key for the goalkeepers is to encourage
back passes when the players are facing their own
goal. For non-soccer playing helpers, use hands!
Adults with limited soccer skill should use their hands
to receive and pass the ball. Think Possession!

4v4 with U8 Goalkeepers
Field: 30x20 yds

Managing 4v4 w/ U8 GK’s
The objective of this game is to create opportunities for
the players to pass, dribble and shoot the ball.
Rotate the goalkeepers after every 2-3 minutes.
Encourage quick restarts from the sideline and from
the goalkeeper.

Adding a neutral adult will improve the flow of the
game, but is not necessary.

4v4+Adult Line Soccer
Field: 35x25 yds

White dribbles across this long line to score

Red dribbles across this long line to score

Managing Line Soccer
Divide the players into two even teams of four.
Teams earn 1 point for passes between teammates or
to the neutral adult; and 3 points for dribbling the ball
over the end line.
The first team to 20 points wins each round.

4v4+A to Three Goals
Field: 35x25 yds
5 yds

5 yds

20 yds

Managing 4v4+A to Three Goals
Play two (6-minute) or three (5-minute) rounds.
Sideline restarts are kick-ins.

End line restarts are pass-ins or dribble-ins for the
defending team, but score ½ goal for the attacking
team. No corner kicks.
If one or two players dominate the game, make the
scoring system 3-touches or fewer. When a player has
touched the ball three times, they can’t score, but they
can continue to dribble!
Keep the teams balanced!

4v4 to Adult Targets / Supports
Field: 30x25 yds

Managing 4v4 to Targets/Supports
Play two (6-minute) or three (5-minute) rounds.
The role of the adult at each end is to act as a target
player (i.e., a goal) for one team; and a supporting
player (5th player) for the other team.
The adults should move along the end line and into
good supporting positions for both teams.

Once in possession, the adults should encourage their
players to move (open up) to the front and sides and
then ROLL the ball to the most open player.
Adults with limited soccer skill should use their hands
to receive and pass the ball.

4v4 to One Goal
Field: 35x25 yds

Managing 4v4 to One Goal
Game Times: 5-6 minutes.
Start of Play: One team starts with the ball.
Balls out of Bounds on the Side: Kick-in.
Balls out of Bounds on the End: Dribble or
Pass in for the Defending Team (see corner kick).
Corner Kicks: None (score ½ goal).
Following a Goal: Dribble or pass in.
All Fouls (Coach called): Indirect.
Goalkeepers: None

4v4+Adult to Two Goals
Field: 35x25 yds
Two 4-yard goals on either LONG line

20 yards to the middle of the field

Shared Sideline
Goals centered 10 yards out from the middle

Managing 4v4+A to Two Goals
The objective of this game is to encourage the players to
recognize that opponents are guarding a goal, or the
path to a goal, and attack the more open goal.
The game encourages side-to-side passing and dribbling
and the role of the neutral adult is to: a) move into
supporting positions behind or around the ball; and b)
when in possession, encourage the players to move
away from the ball and into open spaces away from the
mob. The game will not always flow well!
The goals should be 4 yards wide to encourage vision
and shooting. Play 5-minute rounds and change the
players if the teams are unbalanced.

4v4 Split Team Game
Field: 36x25 yds

Managing The Split Team Game
The purposes of this game are: a) to create space between the back
and front of the team for both attacking and defending; b) to
encourage movement between the lines; and c) to help develop the
idea of balance – not everyone forward / not everyone back.
A neutral adult may help improve the flow, as will adult
goalkeeper(s). The game does not work with four field players.
Coaches should assign one player from each team as the “forward”
and verbally encourage that player to remember their “position” - if
and when all three teammates follow the ball.
The same is true when both players from the back move forward.
When one goes, the other should be reminded to stay.

